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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents flow field measurements for the turbulent stratified burner introduced in two previ-
ous publications in which high resolution scalar measurements were made by Sweeney et al. [1,2] for
model validation. The flow fields of the series of premixed and stratified methane/air flames are investi-
gated under turbulent, globally lean conditions (/g = 0.75). Velocity data acquired with laser Doppler ane-
mometry (LDA) and particle image velocimetry (PIV) are presented and discussed. Pairwise 2-component
LDA measurements provide profiles of axial velocity, radial velocity, tangential velocity and correspond-
ing fluctuating velocities. The LDA measurements of axial and tangential velocities enable the swirl num-
ber to be evaluated and the degree of swirl characterized. Power spectral density and autocorrelation
functions derived from the LDA data acquired at 10 kHz are optimized to calculate the integral time
scales. Flow patterns are obtained using a 2-component PIV system operated at 7 Hz. Velocity profiles
and spatial correlations derived from the PIV and LDA measurements are shown to be in very good agree-
ment, thus offering 3D mapping of the velocities. A strong correlation was observed between the shape of
the recirculation zones above the central bluff body and the effects of heat release, stoichiometry and
swirl. Detailed analyses of the LDA data further demonstrate that the flow behavior changes significantly
with the levels of swirl and stratification, which combines the contributions of dilatation, recirculation
and swirl. Key turbulence parameters are derived from the total velocity components, combining axial,
radial and tangential velocities.

� 2013 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Fuel-lean, premixed combustion offers low NOx emissions and
high fuel efficiency for many combustion devices [3–5]. Stratified
mixtures with non-uniform fuel concentration, can yield better
flame stability and ignitability compared with premixed flames
under very fuel lean conditions [5,6], and are often intentionally
used in practical combustion systems, e.g. stratified charge
engines.

Despite widespread use, there is still an incomplete under-
standing of how stratified flames behave relative to premixed
flames at the fundamental level. This has motivated recent re-
search on the effect of stratification on flammability limits [7],
flame propagation speed [7,8], flame surface density [9–11], flame
brush thickness [9,11,12], scalar dissipation rate [11] and curva-
ture [9–11,13], as well as flame structure [1,2]. The recent papers
on the subject by Sweeney et al. [1,2], Seffrin et al. [14] and Kuenne

et al. [15] offer a review of the earlier work on the subject, so the
present review focuses on the immediately relevant aspects.

A number of recent experimental studies have examined results
from novel turbulent stratified burners at practically relevant tur-
bulence levels [10,14,16–18]. Vena et al. [10] examined the effects
of equivalence ratio gradients on the topology of flame fronts in a
turbulent iso-octane/air V-flame. They observed variations in cur-
vature distributions that were less significant than those reported
elsewhere in the methane/air literature. Their main conclusion was
that gradient effects on curvature may be limited in flames that are
stoichiometric on the mean. Seffrin et al. [14] introduced an axi-
symmetric concentric-tube burner with a central pilot flame de-
signed to allow the investigation of flames at Re � 104. LDA and
PIV were used to characterize the velocity field for a number of
operating conditions. The structure of these flames were investi-
gated by Bohm et al. [16] using Rayleigh scattering; the resulting
mean and RMS profiles of temperature indicated a higher overall
burning rate in the premixed cases relative to the corresponding
stratified cases. Examining instantaneous temperature profiles
and corresponding OH PLIF images, Bohm et al. concluded that
the effect of stratification on temperature profiles is secondary to
that of the effect on the three-dimensional flame geometry.
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Additionally they found that curvature distributions behaved sim-
ilarly with stratification to those reported by Anselmo-Filho et al.
[9].

The present work investigates the flow fields from methane/air
flames in a turbulent swirl burner, described previously in [1,2].
Previous measurements of temperature, major species (CO, H2,
CO2, H2O, CH4, O2 and N2), three-dimensional thermal gradients,
and curvature of these flames have been acquired using Raman/
Rayleigh/CO-LIF combined with simultaneous cross-planar OH-
PLIF techniques. The motivation for the present work is to charac-
terize the flow field of the burner, provide a complete velocity
database for modelling researchers, and investigate the effect of
heat release, stratification and swirl on the flow fields of the
burner.

2. Experimental details

An overview of the swirl burner, operating conditions, and
experimental details is provided in this section.

2.1. Cambridge/Sandia stratified swirl burner

The slot burner investigated by Anselmo-Filho et al. [9] and the
present authors [11] provided detailed information on the effects
of stratification in weakly turbulent V-flames as well as a test case
suitable for simulation by DNS. It has also attracted interests from
RANS modellers [19]. However, the turbulence intensity of the
flames surveyed in that burner was much lower than those in prac-
tical combustion systems. A burner with substantially higher flow
rates, velocities and turbulence levels than the slot burner was de-
signed to investigate the effect of stratification in a more represen-
tative flow. The burner was designed to provide flows with a
variable degree of swirl; this was to approximate the flow condi-
tions found in many practical applications, and to introduce a
greater degree of complexity to the test case. As in practical com-
bustors, the swirl assists flame stabilization, allowing more ex-
treme stratified conditions to be investigated. The swirl burner is
referred to as SwB throughout the present work.

The swirl burner geometry is detailed in Figs. 1 and 2. The bur-
ner is formed from co-annular tubes with a development length
exceeding 25 hydraulic diameters to ensure well developed turbu-
lent flow. A ceramic central bluff body is used to stabilize the flame
with minimal heat loss. The geometry is described in detail in [1],
and full technical drawings are available online [20]. The inner
annulus equivalence ratio (/i) and the outer annulus equivalence
ratio (/o) were independently controlled using mass flow control-
lers, allowing the stratification ratio (SR = /i//o) to be easily varied.
The swirl flow ratio (SFR), defined as the ratio of outer annulus flow
passing through a swirl plenum relative to the total outer annulus
flow, could be independently set, enabling well defined and repro-
ducible swirl levels.

Nomenclature

/i equivalence ratio for the inner flow
/o equivalence ratio for the outer flow
/g global equivalence ratio
Ui bulk velocity for the inner flow
Uo bulk velocity in the outer flow
Uco bulk velocity in the co-flow
Rei Reynolds number in the inner flow
Reo Reynolds number in the outer flow
r radial position
z axial position
u instantaneous axial velocity
v instantaneous radial velocity
w instantaneous tangential velocity
�u mean axial velocity
�v mean radial velocity
�w mean tangential velocity
u0 fluctuating axial velocity (RMS)
v0 fluctuating radial velocity (RMS)
w0 fluctuating tangential velocity (RMS)
uT large-eddy velocity scale: uT ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðu02 þ v 02 þw02Þ=3

p

U total mean velocity
U0 total fluctuating velocity (RMS)

S swirl number
s integral time scale
l integral length scale
Ruu spatial correlation in the axial direction
Da Damköhler numbers
Ka Karlovitz number
sL laminar flame speed calculated at / = 0.75
dL laminar flame thickness calculated at / = 0.75
lk Kolmogorov length scale
sk Kolmogorov time scale
vk Kolmogorov velocity scale

Abbreviation
LDA laser Doppler anemometry
PIV particle image velocimetry
PSD power spectral density
ACF auto correlation function
SR stratification ratio
SFR swirl flow ratio

Fig. 1. Cross-section of the stratified swirl burner (SwB). (A) Inner annulus plenum;
(B) outer annulus axial flow plenum; (C) outer annulus swirl flow plenum; (D)
locating collar; (E) outer tube; (F) middle tube; (G) inner tube; (H) flow
straighteners; (I) swirl generating collar; (J) ceramic cap; (K) wire mesh; (L)
honeycomb section; (M) perforated disk. Flow fittings are omitted for clarity. All
dimensions are to scale and in mm.
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